Passlock ii

The GM Passlock is not a transponder system. It uses a previously a normal metal key and
recorded voltage measurement through a Hall Effect sensor to determine if the lock cylinder is
aligned and in place during vehicle starting. This is the only security affect provided by the
system. Other security is supposed to be provided by having the properly cut key to access the
door and turn the ignition cylinder, since removing the ignition cylinder is supposed to
deactivate the vehicle more on this later. Inserting the properly cut key will align the lock
tumblers and retract the cylinder lock bar, allowing the cylinder to rotate inside its casing and
activate the ignition switch on the far end of the cylinder. The end part of the key has a long oval
hole. The key is a normal double-sided GM key, the only function of which is to engage the
tumblers correctly to allow the igntion cylinder to rotate. The ignition cylinder works like a
standard ignition, engaging the rotary switch with the end of the cylinder. Once removed, the
ignition switch itself can be positioned by inserting and turning a screwdriver inside the
cylinder casing. To remove the cylinder from the casing, the key is inserted and turned to 'start'
position, then a small pin or screwdriver can be inserted through the top hole to depress the
spring-loaded retainer, then the cylinder can be pulled straight out. On the rear of the casing is
a key-retention solenoid, which prevents the cylinder from being rotated into 'Off' when in gear
to prevent key removal unless the ignition switch is in park or neutral. The ignition casing
screws to the steering column, and contains the Hall Effect sensor and circuit plugs necessary
for the ignition system to function. In order to access all the screws holding the casing to the
steering column, the steering wheel and associated parts must first be removed. On top and
slightly to the rear of the casing is a 'key-in' normally-open pushbutton switch. This switch rides
in a groove in the lock cylinder that closes it at certain points in the cylinder's rotation and
opens it in others. When the cylinder is rotated, the magnet slotted into the side comes into
alignment with the Hall sensor. This changes the resistance in the sensor and sends a reference
voltage to the BCM down the signal wire. Different size magnets will produce different reference
voltages, providing the variance between different lock cylinders. As long as the key functions
mechanically in the cylinder, the ignition switch connections will always be made. Only the
reference voltage from the Hall sensor determines whether the engine will be allowed by the
computers to run. Although the Hall sensor can fail, it is not a normal common failure point. Hall
effect sensors are very simple in operation. The permanent magnet in the lock cylinder provides
a magnetic interferance in the sensor proportionate to the strength of the magnet. This
resistance lowers the voltage output to the reference wire by a certain amount, also
proportionate to magnet strength. Since the sensor is unlikely to fail or the magnet strength to
change, the variables are mostly mechanical or electrical. If the voltage to the sensor falls, the
output reference voltage will also fall. This is why a weak battery may sometimes prevent the
vehicle from starting. Mechanical failures are mostly limited to extreme temperature differences
that can change the distance between magnet and sensor due to shrinking or expanding of the
metals. This in turn also changes the resistance. Dirt or debris failures are uncommon and
unlikely due to the sealed nature of the unit, although possible. However, very extreme
temperatures or very low battery voltages may fall outside these tolerances and prevent the
vehicle from starting. If the wiring to the system gets frayed or shorted or too worn, resistance
in the wires will increase and also may allow the reference voltage to drop out of tolerance. This
wear can be fixed with a recalibration or reprogramming sequence to learn the modified
resistance, just as if a new cylinder with a different magnet were installed. However if the wiring
is broken, the system will no longer function. Intermittent issues can sometimes be due to
severe temperature differentials or changes, and wiring issues. Depending on where the system
is bypassed, a bypass may not fix these issues without running over the entire harness to look
for anything that might alter the wire resistance such as fraying wiring. This seems to vary by
vehicle or situation. Note that FACTORY programmed BCM's will automatically learn the
cylinder reference voltage at the first key turn after the first installation, being pre-programmed
up to step 5 before installation. In this way GM did not have to do any programming on the
production line, just plug-and-play. Also note that there is no 'factory default' or 'initial value' for
a Passlock II reference voltage. A new or reflashed BCM always requires a relearn. Relearn
procedure: 1 Turn the ignition switch to the 'Run' position. Wait several seconds, then turn the
switch to 'Start' for several seconds, then release the key back to 'Run'. If the light does not turn
off after more than about 12 minutes, something other than the Passlock system requires
maintenance. Contrary to popular belief, it is extremely easy to permanently bypass the
Passlock II sensor system as long as the proper key for the lock cylinder is present. The top
plastic cover of the steering column must be removed to expose the wiring. The Hall sensor has
a plug with three wires coming from it on the top of the lock casing. The sensor wire to the BCM
is yellow. With the ignition off, cut the yellow wire. At this point there are two options: match
existing circuit resistance or just install a resistor within a proper range and do a relearn. If you

do want to try to avoid a relearn, measure the resistance between the yellow wire and ground
with the ignition switch in the RUN position, and match as closely as possible. There is a
tolerance, but this can vary with temperature and other conditions, so we recommend as close a
match as possible to prevent future issues. If not worried about matching the existing
resistance, choose a resistor, or series of resistors to get a value in the proper range. This is the
power rating of the resistor. This circuit is not extremely high-amperage and is only intended as
a reference signal, so a high power rating is not necessary. The final value stored in the BCM is
the voltage that results from the drop through the resistor. So if the starting reference voltage is
5v, then ideally a final output roughly between 1 and 4 volts final is a good bracket. Keep in
mind this is the resulting final voltage and not the resistance that needs to be placed in the
circuit to acheive that value. Solder the chosen resistor to the end of the yellow wire going to
the BCM. Tape off or shrink-tube any exposed connections and replace the plastic column
cover. Run through the relearn procedure. The lock cylinder is now permanently bypassed for
the Passlock II system, although the relearn procedure may still be necessary in the future if the
BCM loses the stored value. Also contrary to popular belief, it is possible to bypass the
Passlock II system if you have lost the proper key, although it requires time and effort based on
certain skills, and will permanently damage the lock cylinder and probably the casing. This
method should only be used when all other methods are exhausted. This method depends on
mainly defeating the mechanical portion of the switch by drilling out the lockbar so the cylinder
can be rotated freely. Drill at increasing depth, stopping to check if the cylinder yet rotates
before drilling deeper. The cylinder can then remain in place and be rotated without a key;
nothing further needs done as the key itself need not be present for the Passlock system to
function. If the cylinder is destroyed in the removal process, the ignition switch can internally
be rotated with a screwdriver, however the Passlock sensor must still be defeated. At this point
it can either be bypassed using the first method above using a resistor, or removing the magnet
or that cylinder portion from the cylinder and gluing it against the hall sensor in the proper
position. Either way at this point if a relearn procedure is required the key is no longer
necessary and no matter what the vehicle can still be driven. Everyone wants Bed articles. This
page covers in detail how the system works, what it does and does not do , and details about
maintenance and bypassing. System summary The GM Passlock is not a transponder system.
Functionality The key is a normal double-sided GM key, the only function of which is to engage
the tumblers correctly to allow the igntion cylinder to rotate. Malfunctions Although the Hall
sensor can fail, it is not a normal common failure point. Bypass Contrary to popular belief, it is
extremely easy to permanently bypass the Passlock II sensor system as long as the proper key
for the lock cylinder is present. Note that if you want to operate the ignition without ever having
to use a key, and you already have a key, merely remove the cylinder, take out the lockbar, and
reinsert the cylinder. Without the lock bar no key is required for operation. Although this defeats
ALL the anti-theft systems and we do not recommend it. Site design and copyright Tradecraft
Specialties , - These keys only function to turn a lock cylinder that houses a magnet in the
center of the key cylinder assembly. Figure 1. When the lock cylinder is rotated in the crank
mode it will travel far enough for the magnet to go past the sensing device allowing the sensor
to send a signal to the security module. Figure 2. The 3 rd wire is a 5V referance signal line from
the security module that the sensor will pull to a certain level when the magnet passes the
sensing device. The hall sensors each have their own unique end result value between 0. When
the battery goes dead or a new hall sensor is replaced you will need to relearn the Pass Lock
sensor value into the security module. Turn the lock cylinder all the way to the crank mode so
the magnet on the lock cylinder can travel pass the Pass Lock sensor. Now let go of the key so
it can return to the run position. The 5 Volt line will now be pulled to a value below 5 volts and
the security light may begin to start flashing or just remain on solid. Some vehicles may start up
and stall or may not crank at all. You must leave the ignition key on for 10 minutes and place a
battery charger on the battery if needed in case the battery is low on charge. After 10 minutes
you will see the security light go out or just stop flashing and then go out. At this point you turn
the key off for 5 seconds. After 5 seconds you turn the lock cylinder to the crank position again
to repeat the same process. You must perform this process 3 times for a total of 30 minutes of
wait time. On your 4 th attempt the vehicle should start up and continue to run. These keys are
true immobilizor keys and have tiny chips imbedded in them. Caution: Vehicle servicing
performed by untrained persons could result in serious injury to those persons and others.
Information contained in this website is intended for use by trained, professional auto repair
technicians ONLY. This information is provided to inform these technicians of conditions which
may occur in some vehicles or to provide information which could assist them in proper
servicing of these vehicles. Properly trained technicians have the equipment, tools, safety
instructions and know-how to perform repairs correctly and safely. If a condition is described,

DO NOT assume that a topic covered in this website automatically applies to your vehicle or
that your vehicle has that condition. Always refer to the applicable repair manuals, bulletins and
other original equipment service information. Everyday Diagnostics News Tutorials. Recent
Posts. Disabling a Hybrid Posted: February 12, Check out my book! We're Proudly Affiliated
With. All Rights Reserved. Your Message. Please fill out the form and someone will contact you
shortly! Thank you!! Forums New posts. What's new New posts Latest activity. Log in Register.
What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are
using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should
upgrade or use an alternative browser. Passlock I and II Disablement. Thread starter raycorri
Start date Jan 30, This worked great on my Alero. I used it for permanent disablement and did
not install a remote starter. Hope this helps some of you with Passlock problems! This
procedure is required because a remote start system will not function with the current Theft
Deterrent System Passlock which is included on many and up GM vehicles. CAUSE If an
attempt is made to start a vehicle by a means other than a key rotation in the ignition switch, the
Body Control Module BCM will interpret this start as a vehicle theft and disable the fuel
injectors. Mount the switch in a location such that it is accessible to the driver and will not
interfere with normal vehicle operation. NOTE: This is an extremely low current circuit approx.
Turn the ignition switch to the OFF position. Locate the Yellow Passlock Data Wire which is
included in a bundle of three tiny 20 GA wires wrapped in friction tape. Cut this wire and splice a
0. Keep wire length to a minimum. Route modification wires clear of moving parts. Turn
modification switch to the OFF postion contacts closed. Start vehicle to verify normal operation.
Turn modification switch to the ON position contacts open. To disable remote start: The
Passlock System can be reactivated by turning the modification switch OFF contacts closed.
Vehicle can either be running or off when this is done. This will reactivate the Passlock System
and allow the vehicle to be started with the ignition key. The vehicle quit starting with the
remote and later quit starting with the key gradually. It is exhibiting the syptoms described here,
"cranks but will not start" except mine does not crank most of the time but when it does crank it
will start. If I jumper the starter wires it will "crank but not start". All mechanical devices are OK,
ie Starter, Battery, etc My question: How I can bypass this mess and supply all power needed to
make it run like it should? Gary D. Light comes on. Car will not start. Rotate the key over and
over and wait is out and it may finally start. Our mechanic would not touch it. No recourse but to
send my son to the dealership. Obviously not in retrospect a good move. Son came to pickup
car and light still came on. Son came to pick up car, drove away and light came on, came back
they reset it, drove to gas station and car would not start. Took it back and they gave him a
loaner car. Sent the part away again. Came back and they called. Light still on. They installed
the part. Now they say they will send the part s away again. Dealer contends that it is a chain
affect that a new part installation throws off the other components and required recalibration.
Son still has loaner car. Son told the service team leader about all of the many Passlock
complaint web pages and the referenced GM service bulletins. They say they never heard of
them before and seemed uninterested. At this point the Grand AM which has K on it is still in
their possession. Inquiring minds want to know. I have a grand am like others mine acts as if it's
not getting enough gas figured out it's the passlock system not the fuel pump i allready paid I
tryed to resent the passlock but my security light stays on. Just wondering if it's best to replace
them or is there away to disable the theft system or by pass it to get it to work? Can this
diablement be used on cars that don't have remote start? Kevlar New member. I've been having
trouble with my 96 Grand Am SE 3. Back with an update later Ok, first update; I removed the
steering column covers and after a brief confusion found that the three wires from my key
cylinder to the Theft Deterrent Module are molded together, one outside and the center wire are
black, the other outside is white. Not yellow as described in the instructions above. So I took a
chance and pulled the wire molding apart as carefully as I could, cut the white wire and wire
nutted the switch to it for testing. Installed the switch down on the side of the center console.
So far, so good. If there are any further problems I'll post again. Otherwise, this seems to be a
good fix for starting the car when the theft deterrent module acts up. Hopefully this will help
other members in the future as it has helped me. Thanks for the update. Twinpilot New member.
There is many reps available to them by phone!! I had to relearn it. I did it by the key thing.
Instead of turning the key all the way on I turned it until lights in the panel came on. Then wait
until the theft light goes out. Then turn the key to start not back and it works just fine. Mines a
grand am se. After installing the switch, it seemed to work out but then I happened to be talking
to a tow truck driver, the subject came up and he's had a similar issue. He said he just grounded
out the security module. So I pulled the wires from the switch, tied them back together and
reconnected them to one side of the switch, then wired the other side to ground. Now, when the

switch is open, the theft system circuit is closed as is normal. If there is a problem, flip the
switch and the theft system circuit is grounded out. I have been driving it now for a few days
and have not been able to make the car stall out with the theft system since. Ah, sweet success!
It is Mel, inexpensive and simple too. Seems to be working out. Ed Plogger New member. I am
definitely needing help with the passlock on my grand am. You hear and read so many things
that it gets severely confusing. I'm going to try the 2. Does the black wire get cut into or just
stripped back to solder the resistor in place? Also, I only read Is this ok or should I have 12 v
and 5 v on those wires? Please let me know. I am about ready to find a book of matches for this
thing. Signed desperate in Asheboro. Which set of instructions are you referring to, something
in this thread or somewhere else? None of the various bypass instructions mention anything
about measuring voltage. They all instruct to cut the yellow wire and measure the resistance
from the key end of the yellow wire to the black wire and then insert a resistor with that ohms
value. Why are you measuring voltage? Trying to bypass my 02 grandam with resistor on a6
and b6 black and yellow wire on bcm. Tried to test yellow wire coming from key for resistance.
But I'm getting no reading. Any ideas on why that is or another idea on how to find the
resistance I need? Where did you find instructions that involve BCM? I too am part of the 96
Grand Am passlock fail club. I own a 96 Grand Am SE I am looking for a solution to this problem
and here is what I have done so far: Purchased the car recently to help out a friend during covid
and needed a car for myself also. Car was sold with mechanical keys and not a chip key. Came
back with code P internal fault in PCM. Now before he had actually come by to program my BCM
I was able to start the car but with mutiple errors. Once programmed it was back to doing what
the original BCM was doing. Ordered a VATS resistor kit and attempted to find the right resistor
to attempt the bypass. Went through the procedure of stripping back the black wire and cutting
the yellow wire to insert the resistors. Started with resistor number 7 as it was close enough to
ohms as recommended by the youtube channel BrokenGrandAm, which I found to be very
informative. Did not work so I turned off the ignition, removed the resistor, waited five minutes,
installed the next resistor up and tried again. I did this with the whole pack and was
unsuccessful. I then metered ohms off the switch and got a reading of ohms so I installed once
again my 7 resistor which metered at ohms, close enough. Went through the 15 minute relearn
process as recommended by said youtube channel. Still has not worked. I am at a wall now and
am curious if I am using the correct relearn process or if there is one specific for my vehicle. I
am almost at the point of just selling it off and taking the loss. Any advice would help. Post
reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. This is a similar device to the VATS
system, in that there is a resistor present during the start cycle. See the GM V. S page for more
information. There are two methods of doing so.. The first, is to permanently bypa
cavalier z28
honda rv generator wiring schematic
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ss this system. This is the easiest method for accomplishing your task. The second way, is to
temporarily bypass the PASSLOCK, by introducing relays into the system, which retain all of
the features of the system, while allowing your remotes start module to bypass it automatically
during a remote start cycle. There are actually 2 different Passlock-II systems. On the next page,
there are tests to establish which type of passlock-II your car has. Relays shown are standard
automotive 5 pin spdt relays, available from IEI. A multi meter is required to measure the
resistance values. You can also use a Potentiometer POT , which can be adjusted to the same
value of the resistor in the ignition switch. Passlock-I bypass procedure These are THIN wires.
Measure more than once to assure you have the right value. To determine which system you
have, follow these instructions; 1: Locate two wires, which are THIN and are in the main ignition
harness.. If the value stayed the same, follow "Method 2".

